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The truest essence of You
Connecting to Source

Soul Purpose
Daily Practices
Faith and Trust

PLAN
Tapping into the truest essences of you,

connecting to Source, pulling your authentic

message through, honouring and obeying

your Soul Purpose, translating that purpose

into something tangible 

& relatable that pulls other Souls forward

into your orbit, daily spiritual & connection

practices, and deepening your faith & trust in

yourself, in Source, and in Money.

 

Quantum



If this is going to
happen then z must

occur...

where are you subscribing to polarity

instead of a spectrum of opportunity?

 

What are your mutually exclusive beliefs &

conditional thoughts?

 

E.g. I have to do X before Y can happen. If this

is going to happen then Z must occur etc.

 

Are you subscribing to assumed standards

for your growth?

 

Journal on the labels you give
yourself



Are you choosing to see
the deepest parts of
yourself every day?

Frustration / feeling shitty = Being

confronted with old patterns which are not

appropriate to the reality you find yourself

in

 

People change long term patterns when they

get desperate… let’s change those BEFORE

you get desperate

 

The thing that stops people receiving is

misaligning themselves with the truth of

their desire / Source Soul expression

 

You have to say yes to the thing that you

see NOW

 
 

Are you choosing to SEE the deepest parts of

yourself every day? 

 

You’re a woman…. 
The power of ritual is in your blood. Turn
every day mundane habits into ritualistic

magic. 
 
 



Make your next move from a place of being

shown the fullness of YOU and your Soul

desire and expression

 

Do you understand when the Universe looks

like this how there can’t be any levels or

limitations? They exist only in your

conditioned mind, your mutually exclusive

beliefs, and your inappropriate patterns.

 

 

 

Following the Inner Soul
Meditation:



Block your ability to see
= Block your ability to

receive

You are not just a physical being. You know

this already, I’m just reminding you. So why

make decisions and take actions from just

the physical perspective / physical guidance?

You have access to so much more. Are you

using it daily?

 

Rules of the physical don’t get results in the

meta-physical worlds

 

Block your ability to see = block your ability

to receive

 




